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I. Executive Summary
Solar energy projects create green jobs and provide a boost to India’s developing economy. In a country where
keeping up with the growing population’s increasing energy demands is daunting, harnessing this clean and
renewable energy source can help meet energy needs in a sustainable way while providing new economic
opportunities.1 Solar photovoltaic (PV) is recognized as creating more jobs per unit of energy produced than any
other energy source; thus it potentially represents a much needed solution to unemployment in the face of India’s
burgeoning population and labor force.2
Currently a dearth of data exists on jobs created by
the solar energy market in India. Unlike international
counterparts, Indian solar companies do not report job
creation numbers in press releases. An analysis of solar job
creation thus far shows that this information gap needs to be
addressed to reveal the full range of benefits of a successful
solar PV market in India. Employment generation numbers
can encourage broad political and public support for stronger
solar financing and policies.
India experienced early success with the launch of its
National Solar Mission (NSM or Mission), with solar PV
power’s installed capacity increasing from 17.8 megawatts
(MW) in early 2010 to approximately 2,650 MW in March
2014.3 As India ramps up its solar installations at a rapid rate
during the second phase of its Mission, an opportunity exists
to increase public support for this potentially transformative
energy resource. One easy way to demonstrate the local
benefits of clean energy is to publicize job creation numbers.
This report examines available data about employment
generation in the Indian solar sector and analyzes the results
of an industry employment survey distributed to solar
companies. This report also examines existing solar policies
and draws connections to employment to make specific
recommendations on how best to shape policies to leverage
the employment opportunity presented by the solar PV
market in India.
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Key Findings
1.	Solar energy creates employment opportunities
in India. Based on our initial primary research, we
estimated that the solar market generated 23,884
cumulative jobs in the solar industry from 2011 to 2014
(solely from commissioned projects currently producing
electricity). The construction and commissioning phase
generates the most employment for a PV project.
2.	India’s policy framework has led to increased solar
deployment, creating jobs and increasing energy
access. Smaller projects up to 5 MW in size may provide
the most employment opportunities per MW. Targeted
policies and clearer objectives may be more effective
to accomplish diverse goals—solar deployment, job
creation domestic solar manufacturing & human
resource development.
3.	Companies need to support the solar market by
providing their projects’ job creation numbers. By
tracking and reporting solar energy jobs numbers,
business and policy makers can formulate better policies
and programs and demonstrate the importance of
renewable energy to the local economy.
Our research and analysis confirm that solar energy
projects create many local jobs in India—both one-time
jobs during the pre-commissioning construction phase and
permanent operations and maintenance positions over the
multi-decade life of the solar plant. Supporting the growth of
the solar industry and the reporting of jobs numbers by local
businesses can continue this promising trend. A robust solar
market is instrumental in creating jobs in India’s developing
economy in addition to providing renewable energy and
increasing energy access.

Solar Power Jobs

II. THE INDIAN SOLAR MARKET: AN OVERVIEW
In 2010, the Indian central government launched the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (NSM) to strive to
make India a global leader in the solar energy market. The mission had multiple aims, including addressing India’s
energy security challenges by creating a robust solar power market, and establishing India as a leader in the solar PV
manufacturing industry.4
Table 1: NSM Targets
Phase 1: 2010-13

Phase 2: 2013-2017

Phase 3: 2017-22

Utility Scale Solar PV
(Grid-connected including rooftop PV)

1,000 MW–2,000 MW

4,000 MW–10,000 MW

20,000 MW

Off-grid Solar PV

200 MW

1,000 MW

2,000 MW

Solar Collectors

7 million square meters

15 million square meters

20 million square meters

Source: Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission http://www.mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/mission_document_JNNSM.pdf (accessed January 20, 2014)

Table 2: Key Players in the Indian Solar Market
Policymakers and implementing agencies such as:
	
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE)
n	
Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA)
n	
State Renewable Development Agencies
n	
Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC)
n	
State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC)
n	
National Thermal Power Corporation Vidyut Vyapar Nigam (NVVN)
n	
Ministry of Power (MoP)
n	
Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI)
n

Strategic

Implementation

Developers, manufacturers and installers such as:
	
Manufacturers (cells, modules, balance of systems): Moser Baer, Tata Power Solar, EMMVEE
n	
Project Developers: Azure Power, Green Infra, Mahindra, Welspun
n	
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contractors: Lanco Infratech, Mahindra EPC, Tata Power Solar
n

	
Financiers: Axis Bank, ICICI, US Export Import (EXIM) Bank, Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
	
Industry Associations: Solar Energy Society of India (SESI), Indian Solar Manufacturers Association (ISMA)
n	
Research & Development: Solar Energy Centre (SEC), National Centre for Photovoltaic Research and Education (NCPRE)
n

Support

n

Source: NRDC-CEEW Research, June 2014.

Despite significantly growing installed solar capacity in
2013 to a total of more than 2.6 gigawatts (GW), India’s solar
market is slowing.5 Delays in both NSM’s Phase 2 and state
solar allocations have chilled the market. International trade
disputes and anti-dumping duties on U.S. and Chinese solar
imports are also contributing to the slump.6
Even with the delays, enthusiasm for the solar market
remains high. Prospective project developers submitted
projects worth more than 700 MW for the 250 MW allocation
for the Phase 2, Batch 1 auction in late 2013. In July 2014, the
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) announced
a second Phase II, batch 2 auction for solar PV power.7

Ambitious plans have also been announced for four mega
solar plants totalling 15,000 MW, though state government
concerns may stall these plans.8 The solar ecosystem created
during the NSM’s inaugural phase is continuing to incubate
industry growth. Following the renewed momentum created
by Phase 2’s strong launch, now is the time for strong
leadership to reenergize the domestic solar market and
recognize the spectrum of benefits that could result from
a robust solar market ecosystem—included much needed
employment opportunities in India.

Solar Power Jobs
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III. EXISTING ESTIMATES OF SOLAR JOB CREATION POTENTIAL
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR ENERGY JOBS
According to international market reports, solar PV creates
a significant number of jobs. In fact, some studies indicate
that the industry creates more jobs per unit of energy
produced than any other energy source, particularly during
the construction and installation of solar PV power plants.9
For example, a Berkeley report estimates that solar PV creates
an average of 0.87 job-years per gigawatt-hour (GWh) in the
U.S.10 By comparison, landfill gas energy creates an average
of 0.72 job-year per GWh, wind energy an average of 0.17,
nuclear 0.14, and natural gas and coal both 0.11.11 This
analysis does not include jobs created through potentially
huge sources such as global rooftop PV markets or other
applications of power from solar energy, which could add
significantly to the employment potential of solar.
Table 3: U.S. Job-years per GWh for various energy sources12
Solar PV

0.87

Landfill Gas

0.72

Small Hydro

0.27

Geothermal

0.25

Solar Thermal

0.23

Wind

0.17

Nuclear

0.14

Coal

0.11

Natural Gas

0.11

Within the PV market, direct jobs are those created by
firms that are directly focused on PV project execution: solar
developers, EPC firms, and PV component manufacturers.13
In contrast, indirect jobs are created by businesses that
provide more generic services to the PV industry, such as
suppliers of raw materials for manufacturing, electricity
suppliers, and public officers who deal with administration
and finance.14
The PV manufacturing value chain consists of obtaining
raw materials and producing system components for PV
projects. Manufacturing firms obtain raw materials to
manufacture into ingots, wafers, solar cells, and PV modules.
Employment created includes operational jobs for engineers,
warehouse employees, fabricators, administrators, financial
analysts/accountants, lawyers, and sales executives.15
The Indian NSM’s domestic content requirement (DCR)
for crystalline modules has not been conductive for growth
of a domestic manufacturing base and has distorted the
market towards the use of thin-film technology, jobs for
which, have not been created domestically given the limited
domestic capacity for manufacturing thin-film PV cells. For
the purpose of this report, we have limited our analysis to
the solar PV power plant implementation and operation
and the jobs created exclusively as part of that process. We
recognize that there are other jobs created in solar—such as
manufacturing—and further research needs to be done to
account for employment created from manufacturing and
other solar sectors in India.

Source: Max Wei, Shana Patadia, and Daniel Kammen, Putting Renewables and Energy
Efficiency to Work: How Many Jobs Can the Clean Energy Industry Generate in the U.S.?
November 2009, http://rael.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/WeiPatadiaKammen_
CleanEnergyJobs_EPolicy2010.pdf.

Figure 1: Solar PV Manufacturing Value Chain16

Material

Raw Material
(polysilicone)
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The “project implementation” process consists of
development, design, construction, and commissioning. Jobs
created as part of project implementation are temporary and
last as long as the project is being set up i.e. before the project
is online and generating power. This phase is followed by
the post-commissioning operation and maintenance of the
project, which lasts the duration of its life cycle. Solar project
developers and EPC firms are responsible for these activities.
In contrast to manufacturing, most of these jobs are created
locally.17
For the purpose of this report, the project execution
process has been categorized into four stages: business
development, design and pre-construction, construction and
commissioning, and operations and maintenance (O&M).18
Business development includes all actions taken
to develop a specific project prior to submission of
a possible bid (if the project is selected through a
government policy scheme), as well as ongoing efforts
to promote business. Direct employment generated
includes jobs in sales, marketing, legal, financial, and
government/regulatory affairs.

n



n



Design and pre-construction entails design of the
project once a bid has been won. Direct employment
created includes jobs for designers, planners, architects,
engineers (non-installers), resource analysts, legal
personnel, and finance staff.

Construction and commissioning consists of the actual
installation of the project and setting up a connection
to the national power grid. Direct jobs are created
for construction workers, electricians, technicians,
engineers, meteorologists, and technicians working for
equipment vendors (such as inverter suppliers). Both
skilled and unskilled workers are required during this
phase of execution.

n



n



Operations and maintenance creates direct jobs for
technicians, electricians, maintenance and security staff,
and operations managers. Both skilled and unskilled
workers are required to carry out O&M in the plant.19

A number of studies have attempted to quantify the total
number of jobs created by the solar PV industry globally. Due
to differences in methodology, a wide variety of estimates
have been reported. One recent aggregate estimate by the
European Photovoltaic Industry Association (EPIA) suggests
that global direct and indirect PV jobs surpassed 900,000 in
2011 and 1.36 million in 2012.20 The International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA) reports that in countries that lead in
PV capacity, the number of jobs ranges from 12,000 in Spain
to 300,000 in China.21
Table 4: Reported number of international solar PV jobs
Global Total
China

1,360,000
300,000

United States

90,000

Germany

88,000

Spain

12,000

Source: IRENA, Renewable Energy and Jobs, http://www.irena.org/rejobs.pdf
(accessed April 20, 2014).

Figure 2: Solar MW Scale Project Execution Process

Business
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Solar Power Jobs
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INITIAL SOLAR EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS IN INDIA
Global estimates show that the solar PV market can create
employment opportunities in India. The central government
has cited employment generation as part of its rationale
in launching the NSM, recognizing the “vast potential” for
employment generation in the Indian renewable energy
market. The NSM mission document, drafted in 2010,
estimates that the solar industry will employ a minimum
of 100,000 people (including engineers, managers, and
researchers) by the end of 2022.22 The 2010 MNRE–
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) report estimates
that the PV grid-connected sector will employ 152,000
people by 2020, assuming the NSM meets all targets.23
The report is enthusiastic about this prediction, noting
that solar will “meet the social objective of creating new
job opportunities.”24
Interestingly, there is a conspicuous lack of published
analyses that estimate the employment generated by the
Indian solar PV market thus far. The central government
does not mandate the reporting of job-creation numbers,
and unlike developers in many other countries, those in
India do not report these numbers voluntarily. Conversely,
in countries like the United States, jobs data is robustly
reported voluntarily by companies—often becoming the
top line message in press releases accompanying newly
announced clean energy projects. Decisionmakers are more
likely to strongly support future renewable energy policies
because they can point to the increased employment
opportunities as a strong reason for endorsement.
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International Best Practices: E2’s “Clean Energy
Works for Us” Initiative
As our review of currently available project information
in India uncovered, solar project press releases and
announcements in India hardly ever mention the resulting
estimated job creation numbers. In several other countries,
business and governments regularly track and report job
creation numbers. For example, temporary and permanent
jobs created by renewable energy projects are reported in
press releases and other media outlets in the United States.
NRDC’s partner organization, Environmental Entreprenuers
(E2), tracks job announcements from companies, federal,
state and local programs, the media and other sources
through its initiative “Clean Energy Works For Us.”25 E2 can
then take this information and provide in-depth analysis
about how renewable energy is driving economic growth and
creating clean jobs locally, even on a state-by-state basis.26

Table 5: Initial Studies That Estimate Solar PV Employment
Generated
Study

Year

Jobs Estimate

MNRE—CII “Human Resource
Development Strategies of
Indian Renewable Energy
Sector”27

2010

76,000 direct & indirect
jobs (as of 2010) 25,000
in manufacturing

Lanco Infratech Ltd., SPV
Power Technology in India28

2012

15 direct and indirect jobs
per MW
≈ 37,005 jobs29

Jain & Patwardhan
“Employment Outcomes
of Renewable Energy
Technologies: Implications of
Policies in India,” Economic
and Political Weekly30

2013

7.7 to 13 jobs per MW
≈ 19,000 jobs to 32,071
jobs31

Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy estimate32

2013

50,000 direct jobs created
from 2010–2013

Solar Power Jobs

IV. SOLAR EMPLOYMENT CREATION POTENTIAL:
PRIMARY RESEARCH ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
To determine actual solar job market numbers, NRDC and
CEEW developed a questionnaire aimed at capturing the
current scenario of solar PV employment in India and used
it to survey PV companies in India. The questionnaire was
focused specifically on PV power plants and did not include
jobs created as part of manufacturing and other solar sectors/
applications in India.
First, the survey was conducted through an online tool
and telephonic interviews, with limited results. To enhance
the results, Dexter market research was retained to seek
additional responses via telephone. Through a set of 16
questions, the survey solicited project- and policy-specific
information to assess how many jobs have been created
under national and state solar policies in India. Projectspecific questions were categorized according to the stage
of project execution (see Figure 2: Solar MW-Scale Project
Execution Process).
The questionnaire sought the following specific
information from all respondents:

Figure 3: Methodology followed for the study

IDENTIFICATION OF
STUDY OBJECTIVES

finalizing ASSUMPTIONS

DESIGN OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Company overview: Business role within the solar
industry (solar project developer, components
manufacturer, or engineering/procurement/
construction (EPC))

n



n



n



n



Energy generation/equipment manufacturing
capacity of the company (in MW)

COLLECTION OF DATA

Details about ongoing/recently completed solar projects
and the policies under which they were commissioned
Number of employees for the company as a whole,
as well as project-specific distribution of skilled and
unskilled employees across the stages of project
execution

ANALYSIS OF DATA RECEIVED
THROUGH QUESTIONNAIRES

Duration of the major phases of project execution
(business development, design and pre-construction,
construction and commissioning, and O&M)

n



n



Details on special training or certification (if any)
that was provided to skilled and unskilled employees

ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS WITH
STAKEHOLDERS

REPORTS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Solar Power Jobs
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ANALYSIS: INTERPRETATION OF SURVEY RESULTS
The survey was conducted electronically via email as
well as by telephone. The questionnaire was distributed
to 116 organizations operating in the solar industry in
India—a mix of project developers, component and module
manufacturers, and EPC companies. The survey yielded 25
usable responses, and these have been incorporated in the
following analysis.

1. Overlap of business roles and services
offered in the market
Of the 25 respondents, eleven respondents (44 percent)
are multifunctional, carrying out more than one role in the
industry. Nine respondents (36 percent) are pure project
developers and do not manufacture or install solar PV plants.
Two respondents (8 percent) perform only EPC activities, and
three (12 percent) are solely manufacturers.
Additionally, 24 percent of all respondents are end-to-end
turnkey solution providers or independent power producers
(IPPs) that perform all three roles in the solar market—
project development, component manufacturing, and
EPC. And 16 percent of respondents represent companies
providing a combination of project development and EPC
services.

2. Diversification of business
Interestingly, only 9 out of the 25 respondents (36 percent)
operate strictly in the solar business. The other 16
respondents (64 percent) operate across various industries in
India, and the major portion of their revenue does not come
from their activities in the solar power market.
Of the respondents, 56 percent are organizations invested
in large industries outside the power sector, including
textiles, agriculture, manufacturing, and information
technology. 48 percent perform more than one role even
within the solar market. This means that they are part of a
larger conglomerate or groups or companies and also may be
a project developer and an EPC within the solar market. This
complexity makes it difficult to clearly assess the number of
jobs dedicated to solar power generation in India.
To address this challenge, this analysis estimates the
number of full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs per MW created by
MW-scale (>1,000 kW capacity) solar projects commissioned
in India.

3. Employee size of firms in the Indian solar market
Most surveyed companies were unable to provide precise
numbers of employees dedicated to solar and offered
estimates instead. While these numbers may be somewhat
realistic, they are far from precise.
For the purposes of the analysis, we divided the responses
on employee numbers into categories ranging from less
than 50 to more than 300. Of the respondents, 39 percent
have less than 50 employees. 9 companies out of 23 revealed
an employee strength of less than 50. Out of these 9, 7
companies are project developers. The analysis shows that

page 10
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Figure 4: Percentage Share of Respondents,
by industry Role

8%
12% 8%
12%

■ Multifunctional

8%

44%

12%

44%

36%

44%

36%

Source: NRDC-CEEW
36% Analysis, June 2014
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■ Developers
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Developers
■ EPC
■ Manufacturers
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Figure 5: Percentage Share of Respondents,
by Role Contribution
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■ Developers
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End-to end Service
Providers/IPPs
■ End-to end Service
■ Developers
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24%
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24%
Source: NRDC-CEEW Analysis, June 2014
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Figure 6: Percentage Share of Responses as per
Diversification of Business Outside Solar in India or Abroad

36%
56%
56%
56%

36%
8%36%
8%
8%

■ Invest only in solar
■ Invest only in solar
power
■ Invest only in power
■ Invest only in solar
multiple industries
■ Invest only in
■ Invest only in power
multiple industries
■ Invest only in
multiple industries

Source: NRDC-CEEW Analysis, June 2014
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the Indian solar market is mostly populated with project
developers with employee strength of less than 50. As the
market matures and opportunity expands, we foresee the
possibility of such firms expanding their employee strength
dedicated to solar projects.

Figure 7: Firm size Based on Number of Employees

17%

4. Project sizes trend in the Indian market
The questionnaire sought specific employment-related
information for actual projects that the organizations have
commissioned. We plotted project capacities across the
solar industry to see if any patterns would emerge. The
results show that almost 60 percent of the respondents have
projects of less than 10 MW capacity, and that out of these,
most are developers with project capacities of 1 to 5 MW.
The NSM places a cap on project capacities allocated to
various developers. Clearly, that policy has driven the
industry in the direction where most developers have
projects of 5 MW or less.

5. Employment generated in each phase of
project implementation and project operation
The responses we received included information on
employment numbers specific to each phase of project
execution (see Figure 2). As a first step to estimating job
creation, we plotted the project capacities against the
number of employees assigned or employed for each
phase, and the duration of employment.
Business Development
Organizations employ three to five people for business
development across various project capacities. Interestingly,
our results show that the greatest number of employees per
project in the business development phase are employed by
companies that undertake projects of 1–5 MW capacity. The
lower number of business development employees needed
for larger projects can be explained by economies of scale—
larger capacity projects are undertaken by larger firms with
more financial backing and the capacity to employ more
skilled teams of business development employees. These
employees are permanent and make up part of the marketing
department, with the inclusion of some senior managers in
the organization’s hierarchy.

■ <50

39%

17%

■ 50–100
150–300
■ <50

31%
13%

39%

■ >300
50–100
■ 150–300

31%

■ >300

Source: NRDC-CEEW Analysis, June 2014

13%

Figure 8: Trend of Projected Sizes in the Market

14%

■ 1 MW–5 MW

27%

27%

14%

36%

■ 5 MW–10 MW
10MW–5
MW–25
■ 1
MWMW

23%

36%

>25
■ 5
MW–10 MW
■ 10 MW–25 MW
■ >25

23%
Source: NRDC-CEEW Analysis, June 2014

Table 6: Employment Generated During Business Development
Project Capacity (MW)

Median Number of Skilled Employees
per Project

1–5

Median Duration of Employment per Employee for Specific Project

5

75 days

5–10

3

135 days

10–25

3

105 days

> 25

3

150 days

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Solar Power Jobs
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Design and Pre-construction
Organizations employ between 7 and 12 employees for the
design and pre-construction phase, depending on project
capacity. These employees are mostly engineers and are
part of the company’s permanent staff. Our results indicate

that most employment is generated by smaller projects with
capacities of 10 MW and less. Larger projects employee fewer
people, possibly explained by economies of scale.

Table 7: Employment Generated During Design and Pre-construction
Project Capacity (MW)

Median Number of Skilled Employees
per Project

Median Duration of Employment per Employee for Specific Project

<5

7

90 days

5–10

12

90 days

10–25

7.5

60 days

> 25

7

120 days

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Construction and Commissioning
During this phase, the duration of construction increases
with an increase in capacity, as does the number of
employees needed. The number of skilled, permanent
employees involved in the construction and commissioning
phase range from 12 to 30, depending on project capacity.

Number of skilled employees needed rises slightly with
increasing project capacity. This phase also requires unskilled
employees that are hired just to complete this phase. The
median number of unskilled employees ranges from 50 to 450
and increases from smaller to larger projects.

Table 8: Employment Generated During Construction and Commissioning
Skilled
Project Capacity (MW)

Median Number of
Employees per Project

Unskilled

Median Duration of
Employment for Specific
Project

Median Number of
Employees per Project

Median Duration of
Employment for Specific
Project

1–5

20

120 days

50

100 days

5–10

12

105 days

105

150 days

10–25

25

90 days

70

65 days

> 25

30

150 days

450

210 days

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Operations and Maintenance
The O&M for a project lasts from the time the project is
commissioned until the end of the project’s life, typically 25
years. For this phase, numbers of employees are estimated
on a per-year basis. The number of skilled, permanent
employees involved in the O&M of a project ranges from 3 to
12 per year, depending on project capacity. The number of
unskilled workers hired for O&M ranges from 7 to 30 per year,
and most are hired permanently. According to our survey
results, the number of employees engaged in O&M per year
increases with an increase in project capacity.
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Table 9: Employment Generated During O&M
Project Capacity
(MW)

Median Number of
Skilled Employees per
Project per Year

Median Number of
Unskilled Employees
per Project per Year

1–5

3

7

5–10

6.5

21

10–25

4

10

> 25

12

30

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.
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6. Short Term Full Time Employment (FTE) per
MW generated during each phase of project
implementation
One full time equivalent (FTE) equals one employee working
full time. It is a unit of measuring employment and is used
to express the workforce of an enterprise, activity or country.
It is tabulated by comparing person days of employment
generated by the standard number of working days for a full
time employee in a year i.e. 260 (assuming work of 5 days
a week for 52 weeks). To calculate the short term FTE per
MW generated, we group business development, design/
pre-construction, and construction/commissioning phases
as “project implementation” to represent employment
generated before a project goes online.
Business Development
The number of FTE per MW is highest for projects with a
capacity of 1 to 5 MW. MW-scale projects of less than 5 MW
generate 0.38 FTE per MW for business development.
Table 10: Estimated FTE of Employment Generated During
Business Development
Project Capacity
(MW)

Median Person Days
per MW

Median FTE
per MW

1–5

99

0.38

5–10

74

0.28

10–25

9

0.03

> 25

12

0.05

Design and Pre-construction
Smaller projects provide greater opportunity for employment
during design and pre-construction. Projects with a capacity
of 1 to 5 MW provide 0.55 FTE jobs per MW.
Table 11: Estimated FTE of Employment Generated During Design
and Pre-construction
Project Capacity
(MW)

Median Person Days
per MW

Median FTE per MW

1–5

142

0.55

5–10

64

0.25

10–25

12

0.05

> 25

18

0.07

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Construction and Commissioning
The analysis suggests that the most significant employment
opportunity is generated during the construction and
commissioning phase. Interestingly, at 3.77 FTE per MW,
projects of 1 to 5 MW capacity generate the highest FTE per
MW for skilled employees. The smallest project capacity
generates the highest FTE per MW of employment for
unskilled employees as well at 8.50 FTW per MW.

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Table 12: Estimated FTE of Employment Generated During Construction and Commissioning
Skilled
Project Capacity (MW)

Median Person Days
per MW

Unskilled
FTE per MW

Median Person Days
per MW

FTE per MW

1–5

980

3.77

2,200

8.46

5–10

130

0.50

1,662

6.39

10–25

67

0.26

233

0.90

> 25

90

0.35

2,100

8.08

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

7. Long Term Full Time Employment (FTE) per MW
generated during project O&M
The operations and maintenance phase begins once the
project is commissioned i.e. begins to generate electricity
and lasts the entire lifetime of the project. The nature of
employment generated during the O&M phase is long term.
For this reason, it is measured and expressed as person days
per MW per year.

Projects with a capacity of 1 to 5 MW generate 1.2 FTE
per MW per year of skilled employment in O&M, the highest
number for this phase. Interestingly, O&M is the only phase
where projects with capacity of 5 to 10 MW generate greater
FTE per MW per year employment of unskilled labor than do
projects of 1 to 5 MW.
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Table 13: Estimated FTE of Employment Generated per Year During Operations and Maintenance
Skilled

Unskilled

Project Capacity (MW)

Median Employees
per Year

Median FTE per
MW per Year

Median Employees
per Year

Median FTE per
MW per Year

1–5

3.0

1.20

7

2.31

5–10

6.5

0.78

21

2.50

10–25

4.0

0.19

10

0.87

> 25

12.0

0.33

30

0.60

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

7. Estimating employment generated in the Indian
solar market thus far
The analysis presented above can be used to identify patterns
in FTE required per MW, total work days required, and jobs
created for projects of various capacities. The analysis does
not necessarily reveal a linear relation between employment
generating potential and project capacities.
Nonetheless, we have used this analysis to estimate
the number of jobs that have been created in the
Indian solar industry. Employment generated during
project implementation (all stages before projects are
commissioned) depends on annual installations, while
employment generated during O&M depends on cumulative
installations. The median FTE per MW generated during
project implementation across project sizes is 7.60 FTE
and the median FTE per MW generated during operations
is 1.53 FTE.
Table 14: Estimated MW-scale Solar PV Employment
Project
Implementation33
Total Jobs Per MW

O&M
Total Jobs (per
MW per Year)

1–5

15.07

3.83
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5–10

7.25

1.28

10–25

2.16

1.05

> 25

8.53

0.58
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Year

New Installations
(MW)

Cumulative
Installations (MW)

2011–12

900

932

2012–13

754

1,686

2013–14

962

2,648

> 25

8.53

0.58

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Table 16: Annual Jobs Generated, 2011–14
Year

Jobs in Project
Implementation

Jobs in O&M

Total Jobs
Generated

2011–12

6,840

1,377

8,217

2012–13

5,730

1,154

6,884

2013–14

7,311

1,472

8,783

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Project Capacity
(MW)

(Assuming 260 Days of Work per Year per Person)
Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.

Table 15: Yearly Solar Installations, 2011–14

The analysis estimates that the solar market generated
23,884 cumulative jobs in the solar industry from 2011
to 2014. These numbers depict only the jobs generated
from projects that have already been commissioned and
are presently producing electricity. There are several
instances where projects have not gone beyond business
development or design and pre-construction. Ideally, those
should be included in the estimate of jobs created, but
estimating percentage conversion of proposals to successful
implementation is a complex challenge beyond the scope of
this report.
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KEY FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
1.	Solar deployment creates employment opportunities
in India.
New solar projects must be designed, constructed, connected
to the grid, and maintained, and the majority of these
tasks must be undertaken locally. The analysis shows that
increasing the installed capacity base of solar PV power
generation in the country creates long term employment in
the country. Continuous and sustained addition to existing
installed capacity increases short term employment as well.
2.	Projects of 1 to 5 MW capacity have the greatest
employment generating potential.
Our analysis shows that the highest number of FTE jobs
per MW is generated by projects with a capacity of 1 to 5
MW. Increases in project size reduce the human resources
required per MW to execute a project. To continue higher
potential job creation rates, national policy on solar should
continue to focus on smaller-size projects, as it has in the
past phases of the NSM.

The flip side to this argument concerns the economies of
scale that a developer may experience by investing in a
project with relatively larger capacities. Viability, and hence
the cost of financing a project, depend significantly on the
per-unit cost of power produced, which may be optimized at
greater scale. There is a need, therefore, to find the optimum
average capacity for projects to maximize employment
generation potential while being mindful of project feasibility
and benefits that could accrue from economies of scale.
3.	Construction and commissioning generate the most
employment for a PV project.
The analysis shows that construction and commissioning
generate most employment during the entire life cycle of
a project. Although many tout the employment benefits of
solar manufacturing, experts have expressed skepticism
about the extent to which increased manufacturing capacity
creates sustained employment benefits.34 They argue that
manufacturing is increasingly automated, so employment
in the manufacturing sector is actually decreasing, not
increasing.35 Also, India’s domestic manufacturing capacity
has increased only marginally since 2010, so any job growth
associated with increased capacity is likely to also be
marginal.36

Figure 9: Person-days per MW Generated During Each Phase
2,500
■ 1 MWp – 5 MWp
■ 5 MWp – 10 MWp

Person-days per MW generated

2,000

■ 10 MWp – 25 MWp
■ >25 MWp

1,500

1,000

500

0

Business
Development

Design &
Construction &
Pre-Construction Commissioning
(Skilled)

Construction &
Commissioning
(Unskilled)

O&M
(Skilled)

O&M
(Unskilled)

Source: NRDC–CEEW survey, June 2014.
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VI. INDIAN SOLAR POLICIES AND IMPACT
ON SOLAR EMPLOYMENT
Although there is no dedicated policy in India focused exclusively on generating MW-scale solar PV employment,
the central government has established a number of policies geared toward the growth of the solar market. State
governments have their own policies to promote the solar market as well. Drawing from the analysis above, the
Indian policy framework has led to increased solar deployment, which has created a significant number of jobs,
particularly in construction and installation. India’s policies have not led to a notable increase in manufacturing
employment. Human resource development policies, although limited, have provided relevant training in solar
photovoltaics to skilled professionals, but more remains to be done.
DEPLOYMENT POLICY
The first phase of India’s flagship National Solar Mission
was effective in encouraging deployment of solar PV and
providing support for 30 PV projects with grid-competitive
tariffs.37 Although this policy is directly focused on
reaching the central government’s production targets for
solar power in India, it has also been extremely effective
in creating employment opportunities. As the previous
sections have noted, the majority of jobs lie in construction,
commissioning, operations, and maintenance, which are a
result of increased PV installed capacity.
The scope for employment generation through
advancement of solar energy in India is not limited to PV
power projects, however. Although the scope of this analysis
is limited to MW scale PV power plants, a much larger
market exists, demonstrating the significant potential to
generate long term employment in the country. While PV
manufacturing will most certainly create more technical,
skilled jobs, there is a large untapped potential in the rooftop,
micro-grids, and smaller solar applications market as well.

MANUFACTURING POLICY
In addition to promoting deployment of solar PV in India,
a major goal of the NSM is to increase India’s domestic
manufacturing capacity.38 Three policy tools have been
employed to promote solar manufacturing: the domestic
content requirement (DCR) in the NSM, direct subsidies in
the 2007 Semiconductor Policy, and tax incentives and grants
in the 2011 National Manufacturing Policy.
The DCR requirement under the first phase of the NSM
mandated developers to use cells and modules manufactured
in India, in order to receive financial support from the
MNRE.39 However, thin-film technology was exempt from
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this requirement. As a result, most developers switched to
using relatively cheaper imported thin-film modules while
still qualifying for support from the central government.40
The guidelines for the second phase of the NSM have
modified the parameters of the DCR: Only a portion of
Phase 2 projects are subject to a technology-neutral version
of this requirement; the rest may use cells and modules
manufactured abroad.41
In addition to solar-specific manufacturing policies,
there are a number of industrial policies that have affected
the solar manufacturing industry, including the 2007
Semiconductor Policy, which subsidizes investments of
$550 million (~ Rs 3,300 crore) for semiconductor or solar
manufacturing, and the National Manufacturing Policy of
2011.42 These policies have had limited success in promoting
manufacturing capacity.43

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT POLICY
MNRE has launched a number of initiatives to enhance skills
in the solar sector, but these programs are geared primarily
toward scientists and engineers despite the majority of
the jobs created being in construction, installation, and
maintenance. These initiatives include a fellowship program
that trains engineers and scientists in solar energy; a Solar
Finance Capacity Building Initiative that educates financial
officers about solar in order to encourage investment; the
Solar Energy Centre (now an autonomous body called the
National Institute of Solar Energy), which offers a training
program geared toward the Indian industry; and the National
Centre for Photovoltaic Research and Education (NCPRE),
which focuses on technical research and training in PV.44
There are few, if any, training programs dedicated to skill
development for installation and construction.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS
Key Findings
1.	Solar energy creates employment opportunities in India. Based on our initial primary research, we estimated
that the solar market generated 23,884 cumulative jobs in the solar industry from 2011 to 2014 (solely from
commissioned projects currently producing electricity). The construction and commissioning phase generates
the most employment for a PV project.
2.	India’s policy framework has led to increased solar deployment, creating jobs and increasing energy
access. Smaller projects up to 5 MW in size may provide the most employment opportunities per MW.
Targeted policies and clearer objectives may be more effective to accomplish diverse goals—solar deployment,
job creation domestic solar manufacturing & human resource development.
3.	Companies need to support the solar market by providing their projects’ job creation numbers.
By tracking and reporting solar energy jobs numbers, business and policy makers can formulate better
policies and programs and demonstrate the importance of renewable energy to the local economy.
CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR SOLAR ENERGY
CREATES CLEAN JOBS AND BOOSTS THE LOCAL
ECONOMY
From 2011 to 2014, the Indian solar industry created an
estimated 23,884 cumulative jobs from commissioned
projects generating solar power. While the construction
and commissining phase generates the most employment
for a PV project, increasing the installed capacity base of
solar PV power generation in the country also creates long
term employment. Continued support for the maturing
solar market will not only increase energy access and tap
renewable energy sources, but also have an economic impact
by creating clean energy jobs for local workers.

THE NATIONAL SOLAR MISSION’S POLICIES SHOULD
FOCUS ON SOLAR DEPLOYMENT WITH SEPARATE
POLICIES FOR MANUFACTURING AND TRAINING
SOLAR WORKERS
The Mission has encouraged solar deployment in India
and supported the clean jobs accompanying solar project
installations indirectly. However, a policy with a primary
focus on solar deployment may not always be the most
effective way to also spur long-term employment, a local
manufacturing base and training new solar workers.
For example, while developing a robust solar
manufacturing industry in India has significant economic
benefits, long-term employment may not be one of them.
Because the DCR arguably raises the price of solar power
and therefore impedes the growth of the sector in India,
the central government should create separate policy
mechanisms to drive local manufacturing that do not conflict
with the deployment of solar and the resulting employment
generation in the country.

Additionally, the government should assess the types of
skills that will be most in demand in order to ensure that
training and education are meeting these requirements.
Specific human resource development policies should
focus on training workers to fill the jobs that will be created
in the greatest numbers in the solar industry—those in
construction, installation, and maintenance.

SOLAR DEVELOPERS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED
TO PROVIDE PROJECTS’ JOB CREATION NUMBERS
Indian developers should provide an estimate of the number
of jobs their projects could create. The central government
should encourage this practice, either by making such
reporting mandatory or by providing an incentive. Given the
importance of employment in the Indian market, revealing
the number of jobs created in the solar sector would help
build public support for solar energy projects. Such job
numbers can also help create political support and provide
much-needed confidence to banks and financiers.
Although this report provides a first step, further
empirical work should be done to evaluate the connection
between specific policy instruments and employment. This
information can help support a robust cost-benefit analysis
of India’s solar policies. Business and government leaders
can then take action to continue to grow renewable energy
markets and create clean energy jobs to achieve greater
energy independence and sustainable energy access.
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